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ABSTRACT
Acadia National Park, located on Maine’s Mount Desert Island, attracts over 2
million visitors each year (National Park Service, 2009). To protect the park’s natural
resources and provide for superior visitor experiences, the National Park Service
established the fare-free Island Explorer bus service in 1999 to transport visitors around
the park and to surrounding destinations on Mount Desert Island. This service has seen a
steady increase in annual ridership, and will further expand in the future with the
completion of an off-island park-and-ride transit hub called the Acadia Gateway Center.
The facility would serve as a place for day visitors to park and ride the Island Explorer
buses on to Mount Desert Island. Thirty-nine semi-structured interviews and 191 surveys
were administered to Mount Desert Island day visitors to determine incentives and
disincentives for using this proposed facility. Both quantitative and qualitative results
show that the most important factor in a visitor’s decision to ride or not ride the Island
Explorer is the frequency of buses and the associated length of wait for a bus. Other
important factors that emerged from this study such as routing, bus configuration,
crowding, driving stress, and environmental values are investigated from both
quantitative and qualitative perspectives. Visitor trip and visit characteristics were
examined and significant differences in intention to park at the Acadia Gateway Center
and ride the Island Explorer were found. Repeat visitors to Acadia are less likely to park
and ride than first-time visitors, and Maine residents are less likely to park and ride than
visitors from out of state. Visitors who spend a longer amount of time on Mount Desert
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Island or lodge nearer to the park are more likely to park and ride than those spending
less time or lodging further away.
This thesis is written in the format of a journal article to be submitted to the
Journal of Park and Recreation Administration (JPRA). It is formatted in accordance
with JPRA article submission guidelines and the American Psychological Association
(APA) manuscript submission format. More data was collected than was used for the
article; complete questionnaire results are presented in Appendix A. A frequency table
summarizing codes derived from qualitative interviews is presented in Appendix B.
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Executive Summary
Acadia National Park, located on Maine’s Mount Desert Island, attracts over 2
million visitors each year (National Park Service, 2009). To protect the park’s natural
resources and provide for superior visitor experiences, the National Park Service
established the fare-free Island Explorer bus service in 1999 to transport visitors around
the park and to surrounding destinations on Mount Desert Island. This service has seen a
steady increase in annual ridership, and will further expand in the future with the
completion of an off-island park-and-ride transit hub called the Acadia Gateway Center.
As parks and protected areas such as Acadia continue to implement alternative
transportation strategies, it is important to understand both who is likely to use public
transportation in parks and why visitors are making these decisions. This study answers
these questions for prospective public transportation users at the Acadia Gateway Center.
Thirty-nine semi-structured interviews and 191 surveys were administered to Mount
Desert Island day visitors to determine incentives and disincentives for using this
proposed facility as a park-and-ride lot for the Island Explorer. Both quantitative and
qualitative results suggest that the most important factor in a visitor’s decision to ride or
not ride the Island Explorer is the frequency of buses and the associated length of wait for
a bus. Other important factors that emerged from this study such as routing, bus
configuration, crowding, driving stress, and environmental values are investigated from
both quantitative and qualitative perspectives. Visitor trip and visit characteristics were
examined and significant differences in intention to park at the Acadia Gateway Center
and ride the Island Explorer were found. Repeat visitors to Acadia are less likely to park
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and ride than first-time visitors, and Maine residents are less likely to park and ride than
visitors from out of state. Visitors who spend a longer amount of time on Mount Desert
Island or lodge nearer to the park are more likely to park and ride than those spending
less time or lodging further away. These results suggest that management efforts to
increase public transportation ridership among day visitors should focus on first-time,
out-of-state visitors who may be lodging near the park. Additionally, specific
management efforts to increase ridership may best focus on providing a frequent,
uncrowded bus service that stops at primary visitor attractions, rather than a
comprehensive, less-frequent, or crowded service. Also, advertising park-specific
environmental benefits of public transportation may play a secondary role in increasing
ridership among park visitors.

Keywords: alternative transportation systems, ridership, national park transportation,
buses, visitor experience, day use
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Introduction
Transportation in National Parks
Historically, Americans have enjoyed their national parks by private automobile.
Throughout the early 1900s, manufacturing costs declined as automobiles became massproduced, and Americans enjoyed the freedom and mobility that personal vehicles
offered when compared with public transportation. Average American citizens could
visit parks of their own choosing on their own schedule, and set up their own camp rather
than pay for hotel accommodations. American national parks thus quickly became some
of the best known and most visited destinations in the entire world (Runte, 1997).
As automobiles began to arrive at parks in increasingly larger numbers, National
Park Service (NPS) managers realized that automobiles and their impacts needed to be
managed (National Park Service, 1999). While vehicles could provide greater mobility
and freedom, too many vehicles created traffic jams and overcrowding on national park
roads. Infrastructure upgrades were needed in the 1950s and 1960s to accommodate
increased vehicle use, endangering scenic vistas with additional parking lots (Runte,
1993). “The values that visitors seek in the parks [were] steadily eroded” (Hardin, 1968),
as the presence of crowding and congestion negatively impacted visitor experiences
(Manning, 2007). This is an example of Hardin’s “tragedy of the commons” (1968),
where every visitor’s rational action to pursue their own best park experience results in a
degraded experience for all.
Rather than rebuild or widen park roads that have now become congested and
inefficient, the NPS is instead currently focusing on public transportation solutions
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(National Park Service, 1999). This will “preserve and protect resources while providing
safe and enjoyable access to and within the national parks by using sustainable,
appropriate, and integrated transportation solutions” (Krechmer, Grimm, Hodge, Mendes,
& Goetzke, 2001). Both optional and mandatory shuttle buses are now present in a
variety of parks as the NPS aims for “all parks [to] employ an integrated approach to
visitor access and mobility using a combination of transportation technologies, facilities,
and management strategies to provide a range of mode choices to best preserve and
protect resources while providing a pleasant visitor experience appropriate to the park
and the community” (Krechmer et al., 2001).
Public transportation can have a variety of benefits in parklands. Air pollution,
noise, wildlife impacts, and automobile congestion are reduced, while more visitors can
be accommodated in fewer vehicles and historic roadways and viewscapes can be better
preserved (Krechmer et al., 2001; Turnbull, 2003). Parks with optional transportation
systems give visitors a greater variety of ways to experience the park, increasing
perceived freedom (White, 2007). Public transportation can also increase public safety,
improve public health, encourage social interaction, and foster economic growth
(Dunning, 2005; Krechmer et al., 2001; Taylor & Ampt, 2003).
Of course, there are also drawbacks as parks shift away from personal vehicles to
public transportation. With entire generations experiencing parks solely from personal
vehicles, a reorientation in the way parks are visited may be required. The personal
freedom provided by cars may no longer be possible as park road carrying capacities are
reached. Elderly or disabled visitors may have difficulty using public transportation
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compared to personal vehicles, and those desiring privacy or carrying large items and
equipment may also prefer their own vehicles. Temporally or spatially closing park roads
to personal vehicles in favor of transportation systems may be controversial, especially
among local residents (Dunning, 2005; Holding & Kreutner, 1998). As parks shift
toward public transportation systems, it is increasingly important to gather visitors’ input
to help maximize the incentives and minimize the disincentives for use of this
increasingly relevant and needed mode of travel.
Acadia National Park
Acadia National Park (Acadia) is located primarily on Mount Desert Island on
Maine’s Atlantic coast (Figure 1). Although relatively small for a national park with only
30,300 acres on Mount Desert Island, nearly 2 million recreation visits are made to this
portion of the park annually (National Park Service, 2009). This places Acadia among
the most visited national parks. Sharing the island with Acadia are other popular New
England tourist destinations, such as the town of Bar Harbor. The peak summer season is
characterized by heavy traffic and crowding, and certain primary park roads are nearing
their carrying capacity (Hallo & Manning, in press-a).
Acadia acts as a microcosm of the transportation issues facing the NPS today.
The park’s general management plan provides guidelines that emphasize public rather
than private transportation solutions: “Alternative means of park access will be
developed, with the goal of replacing private automobiles with nonmotorized means and
a public transportation system” (National Park Service, 1992). Despite these goals, a
1999 study found that 21% of Acadia’s visitors experienced decreased enjoyment due to
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the presence of others, with overcrowding, traffic, and congested parking lots cited as the
top three issues for visitors (Littlejohn, 1999). Thirty percent of visitors encountered
traffic problems on Mount Desert Island, while 25% encountered traffic problems in
Acadia (Littlejohn, 1999). Consequently, in accordance with its management plan, the
park launched the Island Explorer bus service in 1999 to provide fare-free transportation
around the park and the surrounding region on Mount Desert Island. Although visitor
utilization of the service began slowly, improved routing, scheduling, and bus frequency
has since made the service more convenient and more popular with visitors (Turnbull,
2003), and 2008 saw the highest ridership ever with an average of 4,983 riders per day
(Downeast Transportation, n.d.; National Park Service, 2009). Plans to construct an
Acadia Gateway Center are being developed to further reduce traffic and automobile
dependency.
The Acadia Gateway Center is a joint project between Acadia National Park, the
Maine Department of Transportation, Friends of Acadia, and several other nonprofit and
governmental organizations (Maine Department of Transportation, 2009). It will be
located three miles north of Mount Desert Island, on the sole access road to the island
(Figure 1). Construction of the center is planned to begin during 2009, and will involve
several phases. The center will eventually contain parking, restrooms, a visitor center, a
regional information center, and a park movie theater (Maine Department of
Transportation, 2007). This center will serve as a hub for the Island Explorer, allowing
visitors to park their car and ride the Island Explorer to Acadia, Bar Harbor, and other
points of interest on Mount Desert Island.
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Because this facility will be located off Mount Desert Island, visitors lodging on
the island will be unlikely to use the Acadia Gateway Center as a transportation hub
(Tom Crikelair Associates [TCA], 2007). A previous study has indicated that about 75%
of Acadia visitors lodge on Mount Desert Island (Littlejohn, 1999), leaving the remaining
25% as the center’s target market. With nearly 90% of current Island Explorer riders
lodging on Mount Desert Island (TCA, 2007), it appears as though day visitors are
currently underserved. The Acadia Gateway Center will be focused on serving as a park
and ride lot for Mount Desert Island day visitors, and this study’s population will include
only island day visitors. Currently few visitors use the Island Explorer in a park and ride
fashion. Only 15% of bus riders in 2006 drove and parked their car to ride buses; 82% of
bus riders either had no car or left their vehicle at their lodging or residence (TCA, 2007).
The Acadia Gateway Center will thus provide a new ridership option that may increase
the percentage of visitors that park and ride the Island Explorer.
The purpose of this research is to determine the primary incentives and
disincentives for day visitors to park at the Acadia Gateway Center and ride the Island
Explorer. Specifically, do Acadia day visitors intend to use the facility? What might
make day visitors more or less likely to park and ride from the Acadia Gateway Center?
Who is most likely to park and ride, and what are their preferred bus system
characteristics? Why are these characteristics important? What management strategies
might be most effective for promoting Island Explorer ridership?
Literature Review
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Although there is a large body of literature focusing on creating successful public
transportation services, much of it concentrates on urban and regional transportation
networks. A number of factors have been cited as important in influencing ridership,
such as fuel prices, walking distance, parking availability, parking fees, departure
frequency, speed compared to a car, cost, multiple payment options, availability of longterm passes, traffic, passenger age, environmental values, safety, advertising, easy-tounderstand information, vehicle cleanliness, vehicle crowding, passenger services, bus
stop improvements, route coverage, service reliability, employment levels, and weather
(Beirão & Cabral, 2007; National Center for Transit Research, 2005; Transystems, 2007).
Incentives and disincentives for use of public transportation in natural, scenic, or
protected areas such as parks may be considerably different than public transportation
aimed at other populations such as commuters or long-distance travelers. Also,
commonly cited urban transit incentives and disincentives may be present in park
transportation systems, but their relative importance may differ. For example, Acadia car
drivers were found to prefer different road features on a national park scenic road than on
urban roads (Hallo & Manning, in press-b). Following is a review of previous relevant
public transportation studies in parks and related settings.
Park and Scenic Transportation
One theoretical framework previously used for planning park transportation
systems is the concept of ‘carrots’ and ‘sticks.’ In the case of public transportation,
carrots are direct management actions designed to encourage transit ridership, while
sticks aim to deter automobile use. Examples of carrots include developing affordable
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and frequent bus service (Holding & Kreutner, 1998), while sticks would include extra
parking fees and road closures (Cullinane & Cullinane, 1999). Carrots and sticks are
conceptually linked with ‘incentives’ and ‘disincentives’ in that they refer to any factor
that would encourage or discourage public transportation use. Carrots and sticks more
commonly refer to just management interventions, while incentives and disincentives can
refer to either personal intrinsic motivations or extrinsic factors.
A study at Veluwezoom National Park in the Netherlands illustrates the
importance of providing relevant public transportation carrots and sticks (Regnerus,
Beunen, & Jaarsma, 2007).

Park managers wanted to reduce traffic and parking

congestion to preserve the natural character of the park, so they implemented
controversial actions including both carrots (e.g., building new parking lots on the
periphery) and sticks (e.g., closing roads, reducing speed limits, removing interior
parking lots). Despite these changes, traffic and congestion remained at a level deemed
excessive by both park managers and the provincial government, and research was
subsequently conducted. Surveys showed that visitors did not perceive traffic and
congestion as major problems and thus had no incentive to switch from automobiles to
public transportation. Furthermore, the study found that many visitors chose their
parking destination based on the presence of facilities such as food service. Constructing
visitor facilities at the new peripheral parking lots may have been a more effective carrot.
This study revealed the importance of researching visitor characteristics and preferences
before implementing carrots and sticks. It is unknown whether the presence of traffic and
congestion is a salient automobile disincentive that will drive use of the Island Explorer
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from the Acadia Gateway Center. For example, although one quarter of all visitors
encounter traffic problems in Acadia (Littlejohn, 1999), 99% of visitors are satisfied with
the facilities, services, and recreational opportunities at the park (University of Idaho,
2008).
Transportation carrots and sticks were also implemented and evaluated at
Bayerischer Wald National Park in Germany (Holding & Kreutner, 1998). Along with
establishing comprehensive bus routes, managers also temporally closed selected roads
during peak use hours. Public transportation use was high on the closed roads, but few
visitors chose to ride on bus routes along roads remaining open to automobiles. The
carrots of comfortable and frequent tour buses were not enough to effect a modal shift in
transportation; only by implementing the stick of road closures did managers successfully
change transportation behavior. However, temporal road closures were unpopular with
some stakeholders, and single-day visitors viewed closures less favorably than those
visiting for multiple days. Despite the controversial nature of sticks compared to carrots,
they are often more effective (Holding & Kreutner, 1998; Regnerus et al., 2007). Carrots
alone are only successful when visitors perceive traffic and congestion problems and they
perceive the public transportation option to be a realistic alternative to the car (Cullinane
& Cullinane, 1999). Even then, there will still be segments of visitors who will be
unwilling to ride public transportation no matter what carrots and sticks are implemented
(Jensen, 1999).
Other European transportation studies reveal additional incentives or carrots for
increasing ridership in tourist and rural transportation systems. Interviews with British
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transportation planners demonstrated that high bus frequency may be the most important
carrot to encourage high visitor use of rural transportation systems, although it nearly
impossible for buses to compete with the speed and convenience of a personal vehicle in
these contexts (Lumsdon, 2006). Consequently, tourism transportation services might be
best marketed as a different type of experience altogether. For example, a study of
transportation systems in British national parks indicates that visitors may be more likely
to use a public transportation service if it is perceived as an attraction itself rather than
solely a means of transportation (Eaton & Holding, 1996). This study found that the
most important incentive for using park transportation is a service that runs on schedule.
Visitors do not want to spend their free time waiting for buses for arrive, although they
surprisingly did not show the same aversion toward waiting for parking spaces. The stick
of increasing automobile parking fees was perceived to be an unimportant factor in
encouraging public transportation use. Another study of British tourist transportation
found affordable prices to be the most important carrot (Lumsdon, Downward, &
Rhoden, 2006).
A limited number of studies in U.S. national parks have also suggested some
incentives and disincentives for using public transportation in this context. Although
some parks have mandatory shuttle systems (e.g., Denali National Park and Zion
National Park), Yosemite National Park’s shuttle service is optional like at Acadia. A
recent qualitative study of Yosemite National Park visitors revealed visitors’ perspectives
toward public transportation in Yosemite Valley (White, 2007). Many riders chose
shuttle buses because they perceived greater freedom in escaping their vehicles and felt
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buses were more convenient and matched their environmental values. However, these
bus riders also stated that they would enjoy using their personal vehicles if not for the
congestion and parking hassles they faced. Their shuttle bus use may therefore be
attributed to disincentives of automobile use as much as incentives of bus use. Those
who continued using their car did so because they perceived cars as providing greater
freedom than buses, and commonly were transporting equipment and supplies or
traveling with young children.
A study at Great Smoky Mountains National Park found some incentives and
disincentives for bus ridership while looking at the acceptance of a possible future
mandatory shuttle bus in the congested Cades Cove area of the park (Sims, Hodges, Fly,
& Stephens, 2005). While 75% of respondents were in favor of a free mandatory shuttle
bus, support dropped by one third if the shuttle required a fee. Respondents’ chief
concern was losing the freedom typically experienced when driving personal vehicles.
Therefore, to increase perceived freedom, park managers decided that any future shuttle
service will contain the carrot of allowing visitors to exit the shuttle at any point along the
road instead of at specific destinations.
These studies provide some insight into incentives and disincentives for public
transportation ridership in a park or protected area. However, the applicability of these
findings to Acadia is unknown because of the park’s unique, complex network of roads
that integrate the Island Explorer into several surrounding Mount Desert Island
communities. Additionally, the Acadia Gateway Center will be located off of Mount
Desert Island to serve as a public transportation hub for day visitors to the park. As the
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length of vacations in American society declines (Schor, 1992), it is becoming
increasingly important to examine incentives and disincentives for public transportation
ridership among this unique segment of park visitors.
Theory of Planned Behavior
The research presented here focuses on a hypothetical decision regarding a
transportation option that is not yet available and factors that may influence this decision.
Visitors will not actually make a transportation decision, but they will instead be asked
about their intentions and attitudes toward this decision. We rely on these to predict
actual future behavior regarding public transportation at Acadia. Ajzen’s (1991) Theory
of Planned Behavior (TPB) supports prediction of behavior based on intentions and
attitudes. TPB states that an individual’s behavior is predicted by his or her intention to
perform that behavior. This intention is derived from both attitudes toward the behavior
(an evaluation of positive and negative consequences) and subjective norms (a perception
of others’ opinions of the behavior). Also, this relationship is influenced by an
individual’s perceived behavioral control, which refers to perceptions of one’s own
ability to perform the behavior. Thus, a behavior will be likely to be performed when an
individual feels positively about the behavior’s consequences, perceives others as
approving, and believes he or she is able to perform it (Ajzen, 1991). Because the Island
Explorer is optional, visitors will be free to choose whether to ride them or not from the
Acadia Gateway Center, minimizing the influence of perceived behavioral control.
Subjective norms have been demonstrated to predict intention and behavior only
minimally (Armitage & Conner, 2001), so this study focuses on visitors’ attitudes and
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self-reported intentions. TPB will not be tested in this study, but its validity has been
demonstrated in numerous empirical studies (for a review see Armitage & Conner, 2001).
Methods
A mixed-methods approach using both qualitative and quantitative techniques
was chosen for this study. While quantitative data can statistically represent visitors’
attitudes and preferences, qualitative results can explain the underlying reasoning behind
these attitudes and preferences (Hallo, Manning, & Stokowski, in press; Tashakkori &
Teddlie, 2003). Stronger conclusions can thus be drawn, especially regarding a
previously-unstudied population such as Mount Desert Island day visitors. Results from
each method provide independent checks regarding the validity and reliability of the
conclusions (Henderson, 2006). Both paper-based questionnaires and semi-structured
interviews were conducted with Mount Desert Island day visitors. These two methods
helped reveal both what factors are important as well as why these factors are important.
Data collection for both methods occurred in July and August 2008 to coincide
with the peak visitor use season on Mount Desert Island. Systematic random samples
were drawn at busy park locations such as Thunder Hole, Cadillac Mountain, and the
Hulls Cove Visitor Center, and identical selection procedures were used for both
questionnaires and interviews. The researchers approached every nth visitor and asked if
he or she would be willing to complete a five-to-ten minute paper questionnaire or
participate in a five-to-ten minute interview. To obtain a high response rate, the
researchers approached visitors at strategic locations where they would be likely to rest,
such as near benches in the shade at the top of a staircase. If a visitor refused, the first
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visitor in the next party was asked to participate. Visitors that agreed to participate were
asked a screening question to determine whether they were lodging on Mount Desert
Island or visiting for the day. Any visitor lodging the previous or upcoming night on
Mount Desert Island was not among the study population and was therefore thanked and
dismissed. Qualified visitors were then either given a paper questionnaire to complete
onsite or escorted to a seating area to participate in a semi-structured interview lasting 5
to 10 minutes. Although only one visitor from each party was asked to complete the
questionnaire, multiple party members were allowed to participate in the interview.
Questionnaires
During nine days of questionnaire data collection in July and August 2008, 79.2%
of 842 visitors contacted agreed to participate. However, of these willing visitors, only
28.6% were self-reported day visitors to Mount Desert Island and were therefore
surveyed. A total of 191 usable questionnaires are considered in data analysis. Eightythree of the usable questionnaires were completed on weekends while the remaining 108
were administered during the week. This sample size gives a confidence interval for
results of approximately 7% at a 95% confidence level. Questionnaires asked both open
and closed-ended questions about factors that would encourage or discourage Island
Explorer ridership from the Acadia Gateway Center. Open-ended questions were asked
first to reduce the likelihood of any possible prompting bias. Potential factors presented
in closed-ended questions were derived from a review of previous studies at Acadia as
well as transportation studies in other park contexts. Questions focusing on both trip
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characteristics (e.g., “What city or town did you stay in last night?”) and personal
characteristics (e.g., “Have you visited Acadia before?”) were asked.
Questionnaire results were coded into SPSS 15.0 computer software. While
closed-ended responses could be transferred directly into and analyzed by the software,
descriptive coding was conducted on open-ended responses. In contrast to interpretive
coding, which generates more contextual and implicit codes, descriptive coding requires
little interpretation and assigns themes based on explicit text (Miles and Huberman,
1994). Codes were derived from the data inductively (as they emerged from the
responses) instead of assigning data to pre-established codes. Because respondents
frequently listed multiple factors in a single open-ended response, multiple codes were
assigned where appropriate. Visitor’s state of residence, previous park experience, visit
length, and lodging distance from Mount Desert Island were analyzed with linear
regressions, paired sample t-tests, and analyses of variance to determine their relationship
to visitors’ likelihood to ride the Island Explorer from the Acadia Gateway Center.
Interviews
Semi-structured interviews were chosen as the most appropriate interview type for
this study because Acadia visitors and national park bus ridership have been previously
studied (Richards & Morse, 2007). With these semi-structured interviews, open-ended
questions were prepared in advance to ensure that each participant received the same base
questions and the topics of incentives and disincentives for public transportation ridership
were covered relatively uniformly. Probing questions were then asked where appropriate
to reveal deeper, more complex meanings. Interviews began with easy-to-answer
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questions such as place of residence and previous Acadia experience to build rapport
(Miles & Huberman, 1994). Later questions asked about the Acadia Gateway Center and
factors influencing the decision to ride or not ride the Island Explorer from the Acadia
Gateway Center. Interviews were focused on these primary questions and minimized in
length to avoid using too much of day visitors’ limited time in the park.
Interviews were conducted over seven days in July and August 2008: 16 on
weekends and 23 on weekdays. In qualitative research, data collection continues as long
as new information continues to emerge; when additional collected data no longer reveals
new insights, data saturation has been reached and the collection period ends (Marshall,
1996). In this study, data collection was halted after 39 interviews because data
saturation was achieved. In total, 84.4% of the 167 contacted visitors agreed to
participate in the interview, but only 27.7% of these were day visitors and consequently
interviewed. These interviews were digitally recorded and later transcribed verbatim and
input into QSR NVivo 8.0 software. First-level inductive open (interpretive) coding was
performed on each interview to identify the most important factors impacting visitors’
decisions to ride or not ride the Island Explorer from the Acadia Gateway Center. Next,
pattern codes were developed to organize separate codes into broad themes (Miles &
Huberman, 1994). Check-coding occurred between three different researchers to
mutually agree upon interpretive codes, and a single researcher then coded each interview
to ensure consistency. Iterative internal check-coding occurred as the lead researcher
revised, merged, split apart, and grouped together codes to draw a more nuanced,
contextual understanding of emergent ridership themes (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
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These themes were supplemented with survey results to suggest the primary incentives
and disincentives for ridership of the Island Explorer among day visitors.
Results
Questionnaire Results
Acadia day visitors to Mount Desert Island are nearly split between returning and
first-time visitors; 47% of respondents were at the park for their first time. This is
identical to a comprehensive visitor study showing 47% first-time visitors and 53% return
visitors (Littlejohn, 1999). As expected, Maine residents make up a larger proportion of
Mount Desert Island day visitors than they do of Acadia’s general visitor population, with
21.2% of day visitor respondents residing in Maine compared to the 10% found among
all visitors (Littlejohn, 1999). The median respondent age was 49 years old, compared to
the previous study’s median of 44 years (Littlejohn, 1999).
The first open-ended question asked “What might make you more likely to park
your car at the Acadia Gateway Center and ride the Island Explorer bus to Mount Desert
Island and Acadia National Park?” The most commonly-cited incentive toward parking
and riding (37 responses) involved a high frequency of bus pickups (Table 1). Examples
of responses coded in this category included “if it ran frequently (every 15 minutes as
opposed to every hour),” “frequent departures and returns,” “less wait time between
pickups,” and “short waiting time.” The second most commonly-cited incentive (23
responses) related to the fare-free nature of the service or presence of other discounts.
Included in this category were “low cost (or none) for the bus,” “free buses,” “free
parking,” and “high entrance fees with car.” Nineteen responses focused on the bus
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routes and favorable drop-off locations: “stops @ trailheads,” “well-arranged bus lines
throughout the park,” and “if they stopped at every part of the park.” Sixteen responses
concentrated on the bus configuration itself and the comfort aboard: “bike rack on bus,”
“double decker buses for view,” “not too crowded,” and “comfort of seats.” Sixteen
responses concerned the Acadia Gateway Center facilities: “renting bike center,” “free
parking,” and “refreshments at center.” Other response codes that emerged from this
question with lesser frequency are shown in Table 1.
The second open-ended question asked the opposite question: “What might make
you less likely to park your car at the Acadia Gateway Center and ride the Island
Explorer bus to Mount Desert Island and Acadia National Park?” The most commonlycited disincentive toward parking and riding was a low frequency of bus pickups (33
responses). Responses associated with this code include “if I had to wait for buses for a
long time,” “infrequent bus times,” and “too long [of a] wait between shuttles” (Table 2).
Overcrowded or ‘touristy’ bus concerns were mentioned 20 times: “being on a bus with a
lot of noisy tourists,” “too many tourists,” and “overcrowding.” Also occurring 20 times
were preferences to avoid timetables and retain personal scheduling freedom: “I like to
drive and stop at my own pace,” “inability to spend time at various points,” “stuck to a
schedule,” and “ability to go when you want to.” Concerns about fees were mentioned
18 times: “if there were a parking fee” and “if it cost a lot.” Fifteen responses focused on
the extra amount of a time a bus would require compared to one’s personal vehicle: “how
limited my time is and how long the tour would be,” “the slower it was than driving our
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own car, the less likely we'd be to use it,” and “too long to return.” Other response codes
that emerged from this question with lesser frequency are shown in Table 2.
A closed-ended question was asked to determine visitors’ attitudes toward
specific incentives and disincentives. Respondents were presented with a series of nine
items and asked to rate, on a Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (much less likely) to 5
(much more likely), the effect of each item on their likelihood to park and ride the Island
Explorer from the Acadia Gateway Center. “Being able to get a bus without waiting too
long” scored significantly higher than every other item (p < .01) with a mean rating of
4.17 (SD = 0.97; Table 3). The next four highest rated items did not differ from each
other statistically. These items were “Knowing the amount of air pollution saved from
you not driving on Mount Desert Island” (M = 3.89, SD = 0.96), “Spending extra time to
find parking within Acadia or on Mount Desert Island” (M = 3.87, SD = 1.04), “More
people and cars at Acadia or on Mount Desert Island” (M = 3.86, SD = 1.07), and
“Having space on buses to securely carry bulky items (e.g., bikes, coolers)” (M = 3.83,
SD = 1.01).
The final four items all rated significantly lower than the previous four, although
none of these differed statistically: “Increased parking enforcement within Acadia or on
Mount Desert Island” (M = 3.65, SD = 1.01), “An increase in gas prices” (M = 3.56, SD =
1.10), “Not being able to take your own vehicle on the Park Loop Road” (M = 3.53, SD =
1.43) and “…to Cadillac Mountain” (M = 3.51, SD = 1.26). These last two items
appeared to be the most controversial, as each had the highest standard deviation, and the
“Park Loop Road” item received the second highest number (65) of “much more likely”
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responses out of every item. It also received the highest number (21) of “much less
likely” responses. First-time visitors rated the closure of the Park Loop Road to personal
vehicles (M = 3.79, SD = 1.32) to be a significantly more important factor in their
decision to park and ride the Island Explorer than repeat visitors (M = 3.31, SD = 1.50, p
= .03). Also, first-time visitors rated the closure of Cadillac Mountain to vehicle access
(M = 3.79, SD = 1.08) as a significantly more important factor than repeat visitors (M =
3.27, SD = 1.36, p < .01). These were the only two items that significantly differed for
first-time and repeat visitors.
Overall visitor intentions to park and ride from the Acadia Gateway Center were
also assessed based on a number of personal characteristics. Respondents were asked,
“How likely would you be to park your car at the Acadia Gateway Center and ride the
Island Explorer bus around Acadia National Park or Mount Desert Island?” The mean
response on a Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (very unlikely) to 4 (very likely) was 2.56
(SD = 1.01). However, those living in the state of Maine are significantly less likely to
park and ride than those visiting from out of state (p = .05), with mean responses of 2.29
(SD = 0.96) and 2.65 (SD = 1.03) respectively. Visitors at Acadia for their first time (M
= 2.76, SD = 0.96) were significantly more likely to park and ride than repeat visitors (M
= 2.38, SD = 0.98, p < 0.01).
Visitors who spent the previous night near Mount Desert Island had higher
intentions to park and ride from the Acadia Gateway Center than those lodging further
away. Visitors were asked what town they spent the previous night in, and distances in
miles were calculated from Acadia. A natural logarithm transformation of these
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distances was conducted (to induce normality), and a linear regression found a significant
negative relationship (p < .01, r² = .051). On average, the likelihood to park and ride
from the Acadia Gateway Center crossed the neutral point of the response scale (2.5) at
45 miles from Mount Desert Island – the approximate distance of Orono, ME and about a
one-hour drive from the Acadia Gateway Center.
As visitors planned longer visits to Mount Desert Island, their reported likelihood
to park and ride increased. A natural logarithmic transformation (to induce normality)
was conducted on the number of hours visitors planned to spend on the island, and a
linear regression was run to examine the relationship to intention to park and ride from
the Acadia Gateway Center. A positive relationship was found (p < .01, r² = .07); on
average, visitors planning to spend six or more hours on Mount Desert Island rated their
likelihood to park and ride as greater than the neutral point of the response scale. A
summary of significant differences in visitor likelihood to park and ride is shown in Table
4.
Interview Results
Maine residents made up 38% of interview participants, and 36% were first-time
visitors. Interviews ranged (after initial contact and introductions were made) from 2
minutes 30 seconds to 13 minutes 22 seconds, with an average length of 6 minutes 5
seconds. Interviews explored both personal visit factors as well as bus service factors
that are important in determining whether or not respondents would ride the Island
Explorer from the Acadia Gateway Center. Following are six primary themes that
emerged from the interviews.
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Freedom – time and schedule
Respondents were frequently concerned with using their limited amount of time
in the park as efficiently as possible. Of primary concern was bus frequency; “having to
sit around and wait for it when you are ready to go” (Respondent 19) was unacceptable.
“Probably the frequency is really the main thing. You just wouldn’t want to be standing
around a long time waiting for it” (Respondent 18). Respondents indicated that longer
waits would increase their likelihood of using their own vehicle: “I think every 15
minutes is the tolerance level. After 15 minutes – if it’s longer than that, it’s all, ‘Maybe
we should drive, the car is right over here’” (Respondent 35). Most respondents agreed
that 15 to 25 minutes was the maximum acceptable interval between buses.
Closely related to respondents’ desire to travel without waits is the extra freedom
and flexibility granted by driving a personal vehicle instead of depending on a bus
schedule. “You say, ‘I’m done,’ and I want to get in my car and go” (Respondent 20).
For many, the length of wait time required is irrelevant because any wait is less flexible
than a vehicle:
So I guess the whole thing with the cars is that it’s more of at my convenience –
come and go – being our first time, I’m not sure how much time we’re going to
want to spend at one place versus another place. (Respondent 29)
As Respondent 38 put it, “When I’m ready to leave, I’m ready to leave.” By riding
buses, “you’ve lost all your freedom. You have to depend on the frequency and wait
there” (Respondent 35).
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A common factor related to wait times and scheduling freedom is the amount of
time a visitor has in the park:
We’re kind of pressed for time; we were supposed to be here an hour ago –
actually two hours ago. We kind of got up late, so I feel like I’ve got to get it all
done and if I've got to wait on public transportation – you know, how often does it
come? When’s it going to get me back? Am I tied to it? (Respondent 34)
Matching the questionnaire results, short visits appear to reduce one’s likelihood to wait
for the bus: “I think if I was here longer I would probably use it more because then you
get to know the park a little bit more” (Respondent 19). However, a minority of
respondents do not have any time concerns at all: “I don't think I would really care about
[frequency] because when I'm on vacation I'm not even wearing my watch” (Respondent
2).
Freedom – location
Not only is it important for respondents to have freedom to travel when they want,
but also where they want: “If you wanted to go your individual ways, you might not
want to go the way the bus is going” (Respondent 25). For many, it didn’t matter how
much time it would take to ride the bus: “As long as, you know, it took me every place I
wanted to go, I’d have no problem” (Respondent 11). Instead of comprehensive routes
that cover the entire island, some respondents preferred a simple service “just geared
towards quick sightseeing of the main attractions” (Respondent 13). Many preferred a
range of routing options: “Obviously you’d have to have a choice of routes” (Respondent
12). “Rather than having to always do the loop” (Respondent 2), many preferred
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straightforward separate routes to serve a choice of specific destinations: “If they could
design shorter discrete loops like a Bar Harbor loop, and then a Cadillac Mountain loop,
and you know so you weren’t on one bus streaming all around” (Respondent 21).
In general, respondents who were repeat visitors were especially concerned with
bus routes providing access to specific Mount Desert Island destinations in comparison
with respondents who were first-time visitors. Also, these returning visitors more
commonly preferred their own vehicle because it increased their freedom to go anywhere
on the island: “We know the island. Wherever we want to go, we just kind of scoot here
and there….We know where we’re going” (Respondent 39). Locals often felt the same
way: “We’re from Maine, I mean, we’ve been here several times – we know pretty much
where we want to go and what we want to do” (Respondent 36).
Avoiding stressful situations
Many respondents’ transportation decision is driven by a desire for a more
relaxed, stress-free experience that would be expected in a park or leisure setting. For
some, this favors the automobile: “You want to relax, you don’t want to, you know, go
through the inconvenience of sitting there waiting and having to get on and stand like,
you know, smished [sic] in there with somebody” (Respondent 24). Generally both the
experience of waiting for buses (Respondent 34: “That’s a half-hour wasted.”) and
possible crowding on buses (Respondent 38: “I don’t like being jammed in with a bunch
of other people.”) were perceived as the major stresses of bus ridership. However,
among respondents who mentioned stressful visits, the source of stress was usually
driving or riding in an automobile. Riding a bus was seen as a solution: “You don’t have
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to worry about directions” (Respondent 4). Drivers could focus on scenic viewing rather
than route-finding:
I think we could enjoy this more because frankly we wouldn’t have to worry
about where the roads were. We could just be looking at the scenery and not be
worrying about whether we’re on the right road or in the right direction.
(Respondent 12)
“If you’re driving you can’t really enjoy the scenery” (Respondent 30), but “it’s a lot
easier if you’re on the bus – you don’t have to fight the traffic….Usually I do all the
driving so I don’t get a chance to take it in” (Respondent 11). Riding buses can be more
relaxing by not only eliminating route-finding challenges but also eliminating the need to
drive on congested roads. Similarly, “you wouldn’t have to worry about the narrow road
and bicyclists” (Respondent 25). Finally, riding buses “would make it more relaxing;
you wouldn’t have to be looking for parking places and all that kind of stuff”
(Respondent 5). Respondents commonly cited parking difficulties in Bar Harbor: “With
a car you’re limited, especially once you get downtown into the old section. There’s very
limited parking, so that would encourage me, definitely, to take the bus” (Respondent
24).
Bus characteristics to enhance experience
The buses themselves were of concern for many respondents. Buses need to be
comfortable and “spacious enough where you could enjoy yourself, carry a bag with you,
have a place for your camera, [and have] all glass [windows] so you could take pictures”
(Respondent 30). Many mentioned the need for storage space, not just for personal packs
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and belongings but especially for larger objects such as bicycles: “I like to bike; I
wouldn’t mind getting on a bus. I’d put my bike there and come here for the day and
bike and then take the bus back” (Respondent 28). Others wanted the buses to be more
than just a means of transportation:
I am always interested in the history of an area. I suppose if I was going to get a
little bit of historic information from the bus ride, that would compel me to
perhaps want to ride the bus just to hear a little documentary or history….if it was
rather than just transportation, if it was more of a spoken history lesson or, you
know something more than just a ride. (Respondent 29)
Having an available guided tour was especially important to some visitors, while others
just wanted buses conducive to sightseeing:
The accommodations on the bus: how easy is it to see out the windows? Both
sides – if you’re sitting across can you still see through the other side?...The
whole idea is to get out and view, and in between points where it can stop, you
kind of want to be able to see. (Respondent 15)
Personal and trip factors
There were also a number of personal or trip factors that affected one’s desire to
park and ride from the Acadia Gateway Center. These factors were generally unrelated
to any bus system characteristic, such as a few visitors who “just don’t like buses”
(Respondent 27) and would not ride one unless it was mandatory. Others were visiting
the park in order to drive the roads on motorcycles and would not visit the park if
personal vehicles were not allowed. A few respondents had health issues that required
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use of a personal vehicle in case of a health emergency. Conversely, some outside issues
actually provided incentives to ride the Island Explorer from the Acadia Gateway Center,
such as the high price of gasoline and the cost savings the free bus service would provide.
Interest in protecting Acadia
Respondents frequently related the importance of protecting Acadia’s natural
environment to riding buses. However, this was not a primary incentive to park at the
Acadia Gateway Center and ride the Island Explorer. Rather, the environmental benefits
of riding a bus were perceived as a secondary benefit: “More buses mean less
pollution….That would just be a fringe benefit, but that wouldn't be a reason [to ride]”
(Respondent 1). Environmental concerns most often focused on protecting the Acadia
experience itself instead of global issues such as climate change. “Being that it is a park,
you want to keep it as natural as possible – not to have four thousand, you know, cars
coming up and down” (Respondent 6). Respondents commonly connected the quality of
Acadia’s health with the presence of automobiles: “You wonder if just the number of
cars going through is polluting the area enough that it's going to ruin some of these, you
know, really spectacular places” (Respondent 2). Respondents usually referenced the
environment when stating general support for the bus service, not when stating why they
would choose to ride it or not: “The more public transportation there is, I always think
the better…just from an environmental point of view” (Respondent 28).
Discussion and Implications
Overwhelmingly, the most salient factor affecting a visitor’s decision to ride or
not ride the Island Explorer from the Acadia Gateway Center is the frequency of buses.
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In the open-ended questionnaire responses, the most commonly mentioned incentive was
frequent buses and the most common disincentive was long waits between infrequent
buses. A system with short waits was also rated as the most important service
characteristic in a closed-ended question. The majority of interview participants
specified an appropriate maximum interval between buses as 15 to 25 minutes.
Interviews also showed that short waits are so desirable because it increases perceived
freedom to travel about the park on one’s own schedule, rather than being restricted to a
bus schedule. This restriction of freedom is a powerful disincentive that is especially
important to visitors with a limited amount of time in the park. Those on shorter visits
are less likely to park and ride from the Acadia Gateway Center. Respondents concerned
with time were typically focused on either the total amount of time they have on the
island or the amount of their time needed to ride a bus. Since day visitors will
presumably have less time to visit Acadia than the other three quarters of park visitors
who lodge overnight on Mount Desert Island, implementing a high frequency of buses is
even more important from the Acadia Gateway Center than on intra-island routes. Other
major disincentives of ‘crowded buses’ and ‘prefer exploring at own pace’ could
potentially also be ameliorated by implementing a high frequency bus from the Acadia
Gateway Center.
Interviews showed that visitors perceived bus transportation as limiting freedom
not just in terms of creating wait times but also in controlling the places available to visit.
In open-ended questionnaire responses, routing concerns were frequently mentioned,
though less often than time and schedule-related factors. This suggests that it may be
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more important for managers to initially concentrate on providing frequent service with
short waits in favor of establishing comprehensive service across the entire island from
the Acadia Gateway Center. Although both repeat and first-time visitors favor a wide
choice of routes, repeat visitors wanted routes to take them to specific destinations across
all of Mount Desert Island while first-time visitors typically just wanted service to the
major attractions of Acadia. Considering that these first-time visitors are more likely to
park and ride than the repeat visitors (based on questionnaire results), it makes sense to
focus on providing routes to the most-visited park sites such as Cadillac Mountain before
the rest of the island. Cadillac Mountain – the most visited site on Mount Desert Island
(Littlejohn, 1999) – is not currently served by the Island Explorer due to the steep grade
and narrow road leading to the summit (TCA, 2007). However, buses with enhanced
power and braking abilities have been explored by park staff that would overcome these
limiting road conditions (J. Kelly, personal communication, 2008).
Responses to the open-ended survey questions rarely referred to environmental
concerns, though “Knowing the amount of air pollution saved from you not driving on
Mount Desert Island” ranked as important in a decision to park and ride. These
environmental concerns, along with “extra time to find parking” and “more people and
cars,” ranked second in importance only to wait time. Interview respondents also
frequently mentioned the important roles that buses play in protecting Acadia’s
environment, but these values were connected with general support for bus systems rather
than influencing one’s personal transportation decision. Even though visitors care about
protecting the park, appealing to visitors’ environmental ethics alone may not be an
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effective way to increase public transportation ridership. Rather, environmental
messages may be best used as a supplement to increase support for bus services,
especially when focusing the message on impacts to a specific park and its visitor
experience. Factors such as high bus frequency and serving the most visited park
destinations are more salient incentives for increasing ridership.
It is important to note that although the presence or absence of fees did rank high
as an important factor in both open-ended questions, both questionnaire and interview
respondents were told beforehand that the expanded shuttle service from the Acadia
Gateway Center would be fare-free. Had the system not been presented as a free service,
it is possible that a higher frequency of respondents would have considered this as a
primary factor. Few interviewees mentioned fees or discounts as a factor. Among those
that did, they indicated that a reduced park entrance fee for bus riders or an increased
entrance fee for drivers would provide a major incentive to park and ride.
Overall, the best management carrot to encourage visitors to park at the Acadia
Gateway Center and ride the Island Explorer is to provide a high frequency of bus
service. As the interval between buses decreases, visitors perceive an increasing level of
freedom. Establishing comprehensive island-wide routes from the Acadia Gateway
Center can also increase perceived freedom and is especially important to repeat visitors.
Buses configured to facilitate the viewing of scenery and containing storage space for
bicycles and personal items is a carrot relevant to all visitors. Marketing and
interpretation that focuses on the positive environmental impact of ridership on Acadia
may be an effective secondary carrot. The absence of fares on the Island Explorer is
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already a carrot that encourages ridership, and implementing a personal vehicle fee may
be a complementary stick to further increase bus use. Although closing selected roads
would likely be controversial, especially among repeat visitors, it is a relevant and proven
stick to encourage a shift to public transportation.
The purpose of this study was to uncover day visitors’ incentives and
disincentives for riding the Island Explorer from the Acadia Gateway Center, but it is
important to note that results may not necessarily be reflective of every park visitor.
Visitors who have a particularly low tolerance for crowding or road congestion may be
displaced and not present in the park during peak season (Manning, 1999). Similarly,
many visitors may choose to stay away from crowded park sites in favor of hiking or
recreating in quieter park locations. A random sample of peak-season visitors at popular
park locations may therefore not adequately represent the greater population of Acadia
visitors. However, because only 28.6% of the visitors contacted lodged off-island,
sampling at high-use locations was necessary to obtain an adequate sample. One of these
locations had a separate accessible entrance for visitors with mobility impairments, and
visitors using this were not sampled due to the entrance’s low use.
Care must be taken when applying this study’s findings to other park contexts.
Acadia’s complex network of roads and adjacency to several towns are not necessarily
common to all parks or protected areas. Furthermore, this study examined only the day
visitor segment of the park’s total visitation, and results might not be indicative of
incentives and disincentives for public transportation ridership among park and protected
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area visitors in general. Findings from this study might be most applicable and useful to
other parks with a high or growing proportion of day visitors.
Conclusion
Maintaining personal freedom is the most important priority of Acadia day
visitors considering whether or not to park at the Acadia Gateway Center and ride the
Island Explorer. Consequently, the biggest incentive to ridership is a high bus frequency
to eliminate wait times. Visitors desire freedom to travel not just when they want but
where they want. Easy access to the major attractions is important to first-time visitors,
while repeat visitors want easy access across the entire Mount Desert Island. Those
especially predisposed to ride the Island Explorer do so because it frees them from the
stress of driving their car in an unfamiliar setting and gives them the freedom to
concentrate on enjoying the scenery. The strongest disincentives to ride focused on the
loss of freedom to travel at one’s own pace and the added stress of bus schedules and
possible crowding on buses. The most likely visitors to park at the Acadia Gateway
Center and ride the Island Explorer are those visiting for the first time, lodging near the
island, and staying for longer visits. Local residents and repeat visitors are less likely to
park and ride, especially those on short visits and lodging over an hour away.
As national parks continue to explore public transportation strategies to manage
automobile impacts, it is important to understand visitors’ incentives and disincentives to
ride these services before they are implemented. This mixed-methods study revealed
major themes influencing visitors’ decisions to ride or not ride, but further research is
necessary to investigate and establish appropriate standards for park bus services. For
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example, the frequency of buses is overwhelmingly the most important indicator of bus
service quality for day visitors at Acadia. Interview respondents indicated that buses
should run at least every 15 to 25 minutes, but quantitative standards need to be derived
for visitor preference, acceptability, and displacement levels concerning wait times
(Manning, 2007). Similarly, research to derive crowding standards for park buses could
help inform bus designs to minimize stress and maximize enjoyment. With a decline in
the length of vacations in American society (Schor, 1992), additional research to
investigate the differences between overnight and day visitors is necessary. This study
provides a starting point for these avenues of research.
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Footnotes
1. Although the effect sizes are relatively small, this may be due, in part, to
measurement issues associated with the response scale. Improved measures of these
constructs would provide more reliable estimates of the effects.
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Figure 1. Future site of the Acadia Gateway Center, three miles north of Mount
Desert Island. Courtesy National Park Service.

Future site of
Acadia Gateway
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Table 1. Codes assigned to the responses to the question: “What might make you
more likely to park your car at the Acadia Gateway Center and ride the Island
Explorer bus to Mount Desert Island and Acadia National Park?”
Code
High bus frequency
Free bus; discounts or auto fees
Many routes; easy access to desired locations
Bus comfort, crowding, and configuration
Facilities at Acadia Gateway Center such as food and drink
Information available about park; tour guides on buses
High gas prices; conserve gas
Too much traffic – bus prevents more traffic
Ability to get off and on at many stops
Easy parking at Acadia Gateway Center; no parking in park
Long operating hours and clear, convenient schedules
Buses enhance sightseeing ability; dislike driving
Easy to use and transfer; accessible for mobility-impaired
Amount of time in park; previous park experience
With traveling companions or not
Positive environmental impact
Safe and secure
General convenience
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Frequency
37
23
19
16
16
14
13
13
11
11
10
7
6
6
6
4
4
3

Table 2. Codes assigned to the responses to the question: “What might make you less
likely to park your car at the Acadia Gateway Center and ride the Island Explorer bus
to Mount Desert Island and Acadia National Park?”
Code

Frequency

Infrequent buses with long waits
Crowded, touristy buses
Prefer exploring at own pace rather than tied to a schedule
Fees
Bus requires more time to ride than car; visit too short
Infrequent or inflexible stops
Lack of storage space; need personal belongings at all times
Prefer general flexibility and freedom of car
Acadia Gateway Center location; lack of parking or security
Car provides freedom to explore off fixed routes
Desirable locations not served by bus
Buses generally inconvenient
Presence or absence of bus tours

33
20
20
18
15
13
10
9
8
8
6
4
3
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Table 3. Responses to the question: “Please indicate for each of the following items
how much more or less likely it would make you to park and ride the Island Explorer
bus from the Acadia Gateway Center.”
Item
Being able to get a bus without waiting too long

Mean*
4.17

SD
0.97

Knowing the amount of air pollution saved from you not driving
on Mount Desert Island

3.89

0.96

Spending extra time to find parking within Acadia or on Mount
Desert Island

3.87

1.04

More people and cars at Acadia or on Mount Desert Island

3.86

1.07

Having space on buses to securely carry bulky items (e.g., bikes,
coolers)

3.83

1.01

Increased parking enforcement within Acadia or on Mount Desert
Island

3.65

1.01

An increase in gas prices
Not being able to take your own vehicle on the Park Loop Road
Not being able to take your own vehicle to Cadillac Mountain

3.56
3.53
3.51

1.10
1.43
1.26

*Rated on a scale from 1 (much less likely) to 5 (much more likely)
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Table 4. Significant differences in day visitor likelihood to park at the Acadia Gateway
Center and ride the Island Explorer
Higher likelihood

Lower likelihood

First-time visitors**
Out-of-state visitors*
Lodging near Mount Desert Island**
Longer visits to Mount Desert Island**
* p = .05

Repeat visitors
Maine residents
Lodging further from Mount Desert Island
Shorter visits to Mount Desert Island
** p < .01
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Appendix A
Questionnaire Results
Not all the collected questionnaire data were used in the manuscript. Following
are the questionnaire results not included in the manuscript.

Table A.1. How likely would you be to…
Mean

SD

...stop at the Acadia Gateway Center on your trip to Acadia National Park
or Mount Desert Island?

3.18

0.96

...park your car at the Acadia Gateway Center and ride the Island Explorer
bus around Acadia National Park or Mount Desert Island?

2.56

1.01
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Table A.2. In making your decision to ride or not ride the Island Explorer bus system
during this visit, how important are the following items?

Having enough time to
do what you wanted
to do
Flexibility to explore
the area
Escaping crowds
Finding your own way
around
Accidentally
discovering places
not on your planned
itinerary
Getting from place to
place quickly
Find parking easily in
Acadia National
Park
Finding convenient
parking in Bar
Harbor
Following a planned
itinerary

Somewhat
important
(2)

Important
(3)

Very
important
(4)

Mean

SD

Not at all
important
(1)

3.27

0.87

8

22

53

82

3.20

0.93

12

21

55

77

3.10

1.01

15

27

43

72

2.94

0.96

14

36

55

54

2.90

1.00

20

27

60

51

2.86

1.00

20

32

59

49

2.85

0.92

18

27

76

39

2.56

1.07

34

35

52

35

2.08

1.12

65

35

29

24
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Table A.3. Have you visited Acadia
National Park before?
Yes
No

Frequency

Percent

96
85

53.0%
47.0%
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Table A.4. Approximately how many times have you visited
Acadia National Park before today?
Frequency
Percent
0
88
48.1%
1
22
12.0%
2
11
6.0%
3-5
21
11.5%
6-10
13
7.1%
11-20
11
6.0%
21+
17
9.3%
Mean = 8.3
Median = 1
SD = 22.7
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Table A.5. Approximately how many hours will you
spend on Mount Desert Island on this trip?
Frequency
Percent
0-3
28
17.8%
4-6
67
42.7%
7-9
20
12.7%
10-12
15
10.0%
13-15
4
2.5%
16-30
14
8.9%
31+
9
5.7%
Mean = 11.0 Median = 6 SD = 16.0
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Table A.6a. Was either Acadia National Park or Mount
Desert Island the primary destination of your trip from
home?
Frequency
Percent
Yes
118
63.1%
No
69
36.9%
Table A.6b. If not, what was your primary destination?
Frequency
Bangor
7
Camden
5
Canada
4
Driving vacation/Road trip
4
New England
4
Visit family
4
Ellsworth
3
Bath
2
Cabin/cottage
2
Castine
2
Maine
2
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Table A.7. What was the main purpose of your trip to Acadia
National Park or Mount Desert Island?
Frequency
Percent
Sightseeing/driving for pleasure
86
62.8%
Hiking
38
27.7%
Other
9
6.6%
Bicycling
2
1.5%
Dining/picknicking
2
1.5%
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Table A.8. What type of accommodations did you stay in
last night?
Frequency
Percent
Motel/hotel
44
23.5%
My own home
42
22.5%
Rented cabin/cottage/home
40
21.4%
Friends'/relatives' home
25
13.4%
Campground
22
11.8%
Bed & breakfast
10
5.3%
Other
4
2.1%
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Table A.9a. What city or town did
you stay in last night?
Frequency Percent
Other
126
67.7%
Ellsworth
28
15.0%
Bangor
18
9.7%
Trenton
14
7.5%
Table A.9b. Other cities of stay with a frequency
of responses greater than 1.
Frequency
Belfast
10
Camden
9
Lamoine
8
Winter Harbor
5
Hermon
4
Surry
4
Brewer
3
Brooklin
3
Castine
3
Hancock
3
Lincolnville
3
Orono
3
Auburn
2
Augusta
2
Blue Hill
2
Deer Isle
2
Franklin
2
Holden
2
Milbridge
2
Old Orchard Beach
2
Portland
2
Rockport
2
Steuben
2
Waterville
2
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Table A.10. Please check which of the following places you
visited or plan to visit in Acadia and on Mount Desert Island?
Frequency
Cadillac Mountain
Bar Harbor
Thunder Hole
Sand Beach
Hulls Cove Visitor Center
Jordan Pond House
Bass Harbor Head Lighthouse
Seal Harbor
Southwest Harbor
Northeast Harbor
Echo Lake Beach
Sieur de Monts
Wildwood Stables

113
105
75
68
55
44
29
29
28
26
19
17
13
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Table A. 11. For each place checked, please indicate how important that place is to
your visit.
Very
Not at all Somewhat
Important
important
Mean SD important important
(3)
(4)
(2)
(1)
Cadillac Mountain

3.52

0.68

1

10

38

77

Sand Beach

3.24

0.72

1

11

40

33

Thunder Hole

3.22

0.82

2

16

32

40

Bar Harbor

3.07

0.93

7

27

37

49

Jordan Pond House

3.03

0.88

1

20

18

24

3.03

0.84

3

16

31

24

2.89

0.90

3

16

19

16

Echo Lake Beach

2.71

0.87

4

11

19

7

Northeast Harbor

2.65

0.93

5

17

16

10

Sieur de Monts

2.63

0.86

4

13

18

6

Seal Harbor

2.46

0.82

4

24

14

6

Southwest Harbor

2.45

0.86

5

22

14

6

Wildwood Stables

2.16

0.93

10

14

10

3

Hulls Cove Visitor
Center
Bass Harbor Head
Lighthouse
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Table A.12. When planning this trip, which of the following
information sources did you use?
Frequency
My past experience
Recommendation from friend/relative
Travel guidebook
Park visitor center
Official Acadia National Park website
Internet/E-mail advertisement
Regional or state tourism office
Private website
State or local government website
Other
Other visitor center
Television
Newspaper/magazine article or advertisement
Recommendation from travel agent
Business advertisement
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93
64
50
48
47
26
13
12
10
8
6
2
2
1
0

Table A.13. If you used an Internet website for travel
information, for what purpose did you use it?
Frequency
Research the area
Price information
Images of the area
Reservations
Phone numbers/addresses
Determining when to travel
Other
Personal recommendations
Purchasing online
Purchase tour package(s)

81
42
40
34
27
15
9
7
4
3
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Table A.14. How many hours did you spend
planning your trip to Acadia National Park or
Mount Desert Island?
Frequency
Percent
0
35
19.8%
0.1 – 1
57
32.2%
1.1 – 2
31
17.5%
2.1 – 3
10
5.6%
3.1 – 5
14
7.9%
5.1 – 10
19
10.7%
10.1 +
11
6.2%
Mean = 3.0 Median = 1 SD = 4.9
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Table A.15
Yes

No

Don't Know

Freq. Percent Freq. Percent Freq. Percent
Have you ridden the Island Explorer
bus system on this visit to Acadia
National Park or Mount Desert
Island?
If no, do you plan to ride the Island
Explorer bus system during this
visit to Acadia National Park or
Mount Desert Island?

12

6.5%

174

93.5%

0

0%

25

14.4%

123

70.7%

26

14.9%
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Table A.16. What country do you
live in?
Frequency
USA
Canada
Germany
Denmark
Greece
Israel
Taiwan
U.K.

171
6
3
2
1
1
1
1
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Table A.17. Visitor home state

Maine
New York
Massachusetts
Pennsylvania
Florida
Virginia
Connecticut
New Hampshire
New Jersey
North Carolina
Ohio
Colorado
Tennessee
Wisconsin
Arizona
Maryland
Michigan
South Carolina
Texas
Vermont
Washington
Illinois
Minnesota
Missouri
Nevada
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Washington D.C.
West Virginia

Frequency

Percent of (U.S.)
visitors

38
19
18
15
9
7
6
6
5
5
5
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

23.2%
11.6%
11.0%
9.1%
5.5%
4.3%
3.7%
3.7%
3.0%
3.0%
3.0%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.2%
1.2%
1.2%
1.2%
1.8%
1.2%
1.2%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
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Table A.18. What year were you born?
Frequency
Percent
1921 – 1930
1
0.5%
1931 – 1940
10
5.4%
1941 – 1950
35
19.0%
1951 – 1960
51
27.7%
1961 – 1970
40
21.7%
1971 – 1980
28
15.2%
1981 – 1990
19
10.3%
Mean = 1960
Median = 1960
SD = 13.9
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Appendix B
Interview Results
On the following page is a frequency table summarizing the codes derived from
interview responses. Each theme explained in the manuscript is associated with a
different background color:

Freedom – time and schedule
Freedom – location
Avoiding stressful situations
Bus characteristics
Personal and trip factors
Protecting Acadia
Miscellaneous
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Table B.1. Codes derived from interviews
Frequency
Frequency and wait between buses

16

Lack of freedom by being on a bus schedule

16

Location and facilities of Acadia Gateway Center

14

Fewer cars in Acadia improves park quality

12

Need clear, readily-available bus information

12

Save money with high gas prices

11

Freedom to hop on and off buses anytime and anywhere

10

Freedom to go own way rather than follow planned route

10

Need bus storage for personal items and equipment

9

Environmental concerns (e.g., air pollution)

9

Prefer relaxing bus ride compared to hassle of car

9

Prefer privacy of car to crowded buses

8

Parking difficulties

8

Only ride with mandatory bus or driving restrictions

7

Clean, high-quality, comfortable bus

7

Traffic congestion and crowding degrades park quality

7

Want informative or educational bus ride

7

Amount of previous park experience

7

Need to get to a specific destination

7

Desire wide selection of routes

6

Bus must provide easy access to all major attractions

6

Travel companions (e.g., kids, large group)

6

Pricing, discounts, and fees

4

Length of visit

4

Season of visit

4

Enjoy driving car or personal transport (e.g., motorcycle)

4

Car will better transport personal items and equipment

4

Age or health related concerns

4

Bus configured for sightseeing

3

Just don't like buses

3
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Appendix C
Questionnaire

ACADIA NATIONAL PARK
SURVEY OF DAY VISITORS
2008

Future site of
Acadia Gateway
Center

Date: _________

Number: _________
67

A new facility called the Acadia Gateway Center, located three miles north of Mount
Desert Island on Route 3 in Trenton, Maine, is currently being designed as a welcome
center for Mount Desert Island and Acadia National Park visitors. It will also serve as a
transportation hub for the Island Explorer bus. Parking, rest rooms, and Acadia National
Park and Chamber of Commerce information centers will be available. Visitors will be
able to park their car at the Acadia Gateway Center and take the Island Explorer bus to
Acadia National Park and Mount Desert Island for free.
1.

a) How likely would you be to stop at the Acadia Gateway Center on your trip to
Acadia National Park or Mount Desert Island? (Please circle one.)
Very
unlikely

Unlikely

Likely

Very
likely

Don’t
Know

1

2

3

4

DK

b) How likely would you be to park your car at the Acadia Gateway Center and ride
the Island Explorer bus around Acadia National Park or Mount Desert Island?
(Please circle one.)
Very
unlikely

Unlikely

Likely

Very
likely

Don’t
Know

1

2

3

4

DK

2. What might make you more likely to park your car at the Acadia Gateway Center and
ride the Island Explorer bus to Mount Desert Island and Acadia National Park?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
3. What might make you less likely to park your car at the Acadia Gateway Center and
ride the Island Explorer bus to Mount Desert Island and Acadia National Park?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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4. Please indicate for each of the following items how much more or less likely it would
make you to park and ride the Island Explorer bus from the Acadia Gateway Center.
(Circle one number for each item.)

Item
More people and cars at Acadia or
on Mount Desert Island
Spending extra time to find
parking within Acadia National
Park or on Mount Desert Island
Increased parking enforcement
within Acadia National Park or
on Mount Desert Island
Needing to take more time to ride
a bus to your destination
Being able to get a bus without
waiting too long
Not being able to take your own
vehicle to Cadillac Mountain
Not being able to take your own
vehicle on the Park Loop Road
An increase in gas prices
Knowing the amount of air
pollution saved from you not
driving on Mount Desert Island
Having space on buses to securely
carry bulky items (e.g., bikes,
coolers)

Neither
Much
Much
Less less nor More
less
more
likely more likely
likely
likely
likely

Don’t
Know

1

2

3

4

5

DK

1

2

3

4

5

DK

1

2

3

4

5

DK

1

2

3

4

5

DK

1

2

3

4

5

DK

1

2

3

4

5

DK

1

2

3

4

5

DK

1

2

3

4

5

DK

1

2

3

4

5

DK

1

2

3

4

5

DK

5. a) Have you visited Acadia National Park before? (Please circle one number.)
1. Yes
2. No (If no, skip to question 5c.)
b) Approximately how many times have you visited Acadia National Park before this
trip?
Number of previous visits: ________
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c) Approximately how many hours will you spend on Mount Desert Island on this
trip?
Number of hours: ________
d) Approximately how many hours have you spent on Mount Desert Island so far on
this trip?
Number of hours: ________
6. Was either Acadia National Park or Mount Desert Island the primary destination of
your trip from home? (Please circle one number.)
1. Yes
2. No→ what was your primary destination?_____________________________
7. What was the main purpose of your trip to Acadia National Park or Mount Desert
Island? (Please check one.)
 Hiking
 Sightseeing/driving for pleasure
 Bicycling
 Attend festival/special event
 Shopping
 Dining/picnicking
 Other (please specify) ________________________________________________
8. What type of accommodations did you stay in last night? (Please check one.)
 My own home
 Bed & Breakfast
 Rented cabin/cottage/home
 Motel/hotel
 Friends’/relatives’ home
 Campground
 Other (please specify)________________________________
9. What city or town did you stay in last night? (Please check one.)
 Trenton
 Ellsworth
 Bangor
 Other (please specify)________________________________
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10. Please check which of the following places you visited or plan to visit in Acadia and
on Mount Desert Island. Then for each place checked, please indicate how important
that place is to your visit by circling one number.

Did you visit…?
 Hulls Cove Visitor Center
 Bar Harbor
 Southwest Harbor
 Seal Harbor
 Northeast Harbor
 Cadillac Mountain
 Sand Beach
 Thunder Hole
 Jordan Pond House
 Sieur de Monts Spring
 Wildwood Stables
 Echo Lake Beach
 Bass Harbor Head Lighthouse
others: (please specify)
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

Not at all
Important
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Importance
Somewhat
Important
Important
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
2
2

3
3
3

Very
Important
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

11. When planning this trip, which of the following information sources did you use?
(Please check all that apply.)
 Recommendation from friend/relative
 Park visitor center
 Recommendation from travel agent
 Other visitor center
 Official Acadia National Park website
 Travel guidebook
 State or local government website
 Television
 Private website
 Internet/E-mail advertisement
 Regional or state tourism office
 Newspaper/magazine article or ad
 My past experience
 Business advertisement
 Other (please specify)_______________________________________________
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12. If you used an Internet website for travel information, for what purpose did you use
it? (Please check all that apply.)
 Research the area
 Images of area
 Phone numbers/addresses

 Price information
 Reservations
 Purchase tour package(s)
 Purchasing online
 Personal recommendations  Determine when
to travel
 Other (please specify) ________________________________________________

13. How many hours did you spend planning your trip to Acadia National Park or Mount
Desert Island?
Hours spent planning: _______________________

14. a) Have you ridden the Island Explorer bus system on this visit to Acadia National
Park or Mount Desert Island? (Please circle one number.)
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know

b) Do you plan to ride the Island Explorer bus system during this visit to Acadia
National Park or Mount Desert Island? (Please circle one number.)
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
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c) In making your decision to ride or not ride the Island Explorer bus system during
this visit, how important are the following items? (Please circle one number for each
item.)
Importance
Very
Not at all Somewhat
Important
Important
Important Important
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

Item
Finding convenient parking in Bar Harbor
Find parking easily in Acadia National Park
Following a planned itinerary
Flexibility to explore the area
Accidentally discovering places not on your
planned itinerary
Having enough time to do what you wanted
to do
Finding your own way around
Getting from place to place quickly
Escaping crowds
others: (please specify)
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

15. a) Do you live in the United States? (Please circle one number.)
1. Yes (What is your zip code? ____________)
2. No (What country do you live in? __________________________________)
b) In what year where you born?
Year born: __________
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Appendix D
Interview Script

ACADIA NATIONAL PARK
GUIDING QUESTIONS FOR INTERVIEWS
RELATED TO THE ACADIA GATEWAY CENTER
2008

Date: _________

Number:_________
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Interviewer Script:

Hi, my name is ________________. I’m from Clemson University. We’re helping the
National Park Service gather information to guide development of the Island Explorer
bus system at Acadia National Park and on Mount Desert Island. Could I ask you a few
questions about your travel experience to and on Mount Desert Island? Participation is
voluntary and your responses will be anonymous. The interview will take about fifteen
minutes.
If No: OK. Thank you for your time so far. Have a good day.
If Yes: Did you spend last night or will you spend tonight on Mount Desert Island?
If “yes”: OK. Thank you for agreeing to participate, but we are only talking to
people who stay overnight off the island. Have a good day.
If “no”: OK. I’d like to tape record our conversation so I can remember it later
on. Is this OK with you?
Is this your first visit to Mount Desert Island?
Why did you decide to visit Mount Desert Island?
What have you done on this visit to Mount Desert Island and what are you still planning
to do?
[Follow-up probe] Specifically, where have you visited today, and where do you
still plan to visit, both in Acadia National Park and on Mount Desert Island?
How did you plan your visit to Mount Desert Island and Acadia National Park?
What information did you find most helpful in planning your visit? [Follow-up probes]
Where did you get this information? When did you get this information?
Are you familiar with the Island Explorer bus service?
[If yes]
Could you tell me what you know about it?
How did you learn about the Island Explorer bus service?
Have you ridden the Island Explorer bus during this visit to Acadia National Park
and Mount Desert Island? What about previous visits? Why or why not?
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[If no, briefly explain the Island Explorer bus service: The Island Explorer bus
service provides free transportation across Mount Desert Island, connecting most Acadia
National Park locations with campgrounds, hotels, and places of interest in the
surrounding community on Mount Desert Island, including Bar Harbor.]
What would have been the best way to make you aware of the Island Explorer bus
service?
A new facility called the Acadia Gateway Center, located three miles north of Mount
Desert Island on Route 3 in Trenton, Maine, is currently being designed as a welcome
center for Mount Desert Island and Acadia National Park visitors. It will also serve as a
transportation hub for the Island Explorer bus. Parking, rest rooms, and Acadia National
Park and Chamber of Commerce information centers will be available. Visitors will be
able to park their car at the Acadia Gateway Center and take the Island Explorer to
Acadia National Park and Mount Desert Island for free.
As a day visitor to Mount Desert Island, would you stop at the Acadia Gateway Center on
your trip to Mount Desert Island? Why or why not?
As a day visitor to Mount Desert Island, would you park your car at the Acadia Gateway
Center and ride the Island Explorer bus to visit Acadia National Park and Mount Desert
Island? Why or why not?
What would encourage you to stop at the Acadia Gateway Center and ride the Island
Explorer bus to Mount Desert Island? [Possible follow-up probes]
Would higher gas prices encourage you to stop and ride? Why or why not?
Currently the Island Explorer does not serve Cadillac Mountain. Would expanded
service to include Cadillac Mountain encourage you to stop and ride? Why or
why not?
Would knowing that taking the bus reduces locally-generated air pollution
encourage you to stop and ride? Why or why not?
Would knowing that taking the bus reduces traffic congestion on Mount Desert
Island encourage you to stop and ride? Why or why not?
Would the freedom to enjoy the scenery rather than worry about driving
encourage you to stop and ride? Why or why not?
What would discourage you from stopping at the Acadia Gateway Center and riding the
Island Explorer bus to Mount Desert Island? [Possible follow-up probes]
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If you knew about it in advance, would limited parking in Acadia National Park
or on Mount Desert Island discourage you from stopping and riding? Why or
why not?
Would the length of time you are spending or will spend on Mount Desert Island
discourage you from stopping and riding? Why or why not?
Would the time constraints of taking the bus discourage you from stopping and
riding? Why or why not?
Would a limit on the number of vehicles allowed in Acadia National Park
discourage you from stopping and riding? Why or why not?
Are you driving an oversized vehicle or trailer? If so, would difficulty parking an
oversize vehicle or trailer discourage you from stopping and riding? Why or why
not?
Does your party include small children, or elderly or disabled persons? Would
this discourage you from stopping and riding? Why or why not?
How large is your party? Does your party size discourage you from stopping and
riding? Why or why not?
Are you traveling with any bulky equipment? If so, does this discourage you
from stopping and riding? Why or why not?
That was my last question for you. Before we end, I wanted to make sure that you do not
have anything you might like to add – anything I forgot to ask you about?
Well, that’s it! Thank you very much for your time today!
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